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h and h8 in a coupled Schwinger-Dyson and Bethe-Salpeter approach. II. Theg* g transition form
factors
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The applications of the consistently coupled Schwinger-Dyson and Bethe-Salpeter approach to theh-h8
complex are extended to the two-photon transition form factors ofh andh8 for spacelike transferred momenta.
We compare our predictions with experiment and some other theoretical approaches.
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In Ref. @1#, hereafter called paper I, we studied theh-h8
complex and itsgg decays in a coupled Schwinger-Dyso
and Bethe-Salpeter~SD-BS! approach~reviewed recently in,
e.g., @2–4#!. We obtained the pertinent masses, the pseu
scalar state mixing angleu, the results for the axial-vecto
current decay constants ofh8 ,h0 and of their physical com-
binationsh andh8, the results for thegg-decay constants o
h0 and h8 , for the two-photon decay widths ofh and h8,
and for the mixing-independentR ratio constructed from
them. On the other hand, the form factors for the transiti
g* g→h andg* g→h8, whereg* denotes an off-shell pho
ton, werenot studied in paper I, although Ref.@5# ~see also
Ref. @6#! addressed the closely related topic of theg* g
→p0 transition form factor. Namely, in that paper the pio
was treatedin the chiral (and soft) limit, which made plau-
sible certain simplifications in the description of the pseu
scalar quark-antiquark (qq̄) bound state@see the approxima
tion ~2! below#, making the calculation a lot easie
Nevertheless,h and h8 contain significantss̄ components,
which are rather massive. This obviously makes such ch
limit-based simplifications implausible in aquantitative
treatment of theg* g→h andg* g→h8 form factors. Hav-
ing to refrain therefore from the chiral limit simplifications
while having to deal with the complications due to one o
shell photon, made paper I relegate to a later paper the
tension of theh, h8→gg calculations to the off-shell case

Now, however, we are ready to take up the task of stu
ing the off-shellg* g→h,h8 amplitudes and supplement th
results of paper I with them, because our subsequent Ref@7#
went beyond the chiral and soft limit approximation wh
calculating the piong* g transition form factor. In other
words, it went beyond the approximation where theqq̄
bound state pseudoscalar vertex~say, ofp0! of the total mo-
mentump,

Gp0~q,p![
l3

&
diag@Guū~q,p!,Gdd̄~q,p!,Gss̄~q,p!#, ~1!

is approximated by its leadingO(p0) piece, which depends
only on q, the relative momentum of the constituents:
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Gp0~q,p!'Gp0~q,0!m505g5l3
B~q2!m50

f p
. ~2!

Here G f f̄ denotes theqq̄ bound-state vertex for the flavorf
(5u,d,s), while la denotes theath (a51,...,8) Gell-Mann
matrix of the flavor SU~3!, with l3 being the pertinent one
for the neutral pionp0, andB(q2) the scalar function from
the SD solution for the dynamically dressed quark propa
tor S(q)5@A(q2)q”2B(q2)#21. The subscriptm50 indi-
cates the case of vanishingexplicit chiral symmetry break-
ing. This case is quite close to reality in the case of pio
which are almost massless. Nevertheless, in contradistinc
to the SD-BS calculation of the on-shell decayp0→gg,
keeping onlyO(p0) terms, as in the right-hand side of E
~2!, turned out to be rather inadequate for calculation of
g* g→p0 form factors even in the pion case@7,8#. There-
fore, Ref. @7# used acompletesolution for the BS vertex
Gp0(q,p) @or equivalently, for the BS amplitudexp0(q,p)
[S(q1p/2)Gp0(q,p)S(q2p/2)#, given by the decomposi

tion into four scalar functionsG i
f f̄(q,p) multiplying indepen-

dent spinor structures, as in Eq.~9! in paper I,

G f f̄~q,p!5g5$G0
f f̄~q,p!1p”G1

f f̄~q,p!1q”G2
f f̄~q,p!

1@p” ,q” #G3
f f̄~q,p!%. ~3!

In the isospin limit, which we adopt as an excellent appro
mation, theuū anddd̄ bound states have identical BS ver
ces, Guū(q,p)5Gdd̄(q,p). However, the BS vertex
Gss̄(q,p), pertaining to the much more massive stran
quarks,f 5s, is significantly different@9,10,1#.

Using a complete solution~3! in the manner of Ref.@7#,
but now also forf 5s, makes us able to calculate adequate
the off-shell amplitudesTf f̄(k

2,k82) for the transitions from
g* (k)g (* )(k8) to f f̄ pseudoscalar of momentump5k
1k8, wherek2Þ0 ~and possibly alsok82Þ0!. See Eqs.~27!
and~24! and~25! in paper I for the definition ofTf f̄(k

2,k82)
and the explicit expression used both for calculating it th
for the on-shell case (k25k8250) and in the present off-
shell application. Theg* g (* ) transition amplitudes of the
physical particlesh and h8, denoted, respectively, by
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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Th(k2,k82) andTh8(k
2,k82), are then obtained as the appr

priate mixtures ofTf f̄(k
2,k82), e.g., as the obvious off-she

generalization of Eqs.~38! and ~39! in paper I.
The mixing scheme used in paper I was the octet-sin

one, whereh andh8 are given through the octet-singlet mix
ing angleu and the SU(3)f octet and singlet isospin zer
statesh8 and h0 . They are in turn defined in thef f̄ ( f
5u,d,s) basis by

uh8&5
1

A6
~ uuū&1udd̄&22uss̄&), ~4!

uh0&5
1

)
~ uuū&1udd̄&1uss̄&), ~5!

where it should be noted that the model calculations in pa
I and here employ thebrokenSU(3)f with an s quark real-
istically more massive thanu andd quarks.

In this paper, nevertheless, we opt to use a mixing sch
different from the one in paper I, namely the nonstran
~NS! -strange~S! scheme. In paper I, it was essential to e
plain the successful reproduction of the Goldstone chara
of the SU(3)f octet stateh8 and the non-Goldstone charact
of the SU(3)f singlet stateh0 , since the UA(1) anomaly
causesh8→h0 to remain massive even thoughh→h8 be-
comes massless when the chiral limit is taken for all th
flavors,mu , md , ms→0. The important role ofh8 andh0 ,
Eqs.~4! and~5!, in the discussions in paper I made the oct
singlet mixing scheme the most convenient one to use th
Here, however, it is somewhat more convenient to work
the NS-S basisuhNS& and uhS&, where

uhNS&5
1

&
~ uuū&1udd̄&)5

1

)
uh8&1A2

3 uh0&, ~6!

uhS&5uss̄&52A2
3 uh8&1

1

)
uh0&, ~7!

and where the NS-S mixing relations are

uh&5cosfuhNS&2sinfuhS&, ~8a!

uh8&5sinfuhNS&1cosfuhS&. ~8b!

The NS-S state mixing anglef is related to the singlet-octe
state mixing angleu as f5u1arctan&5u154.74°. The
NS-S mixing basis is more suitable for some quark mo
considerations. In particular, in the case of ourh8 and h0 ,
we again point out that Eqs.~4! and ~5! do not presently
define the octet and singlet states of the exact SU~3! flavor
symmetry, but rather the SU(3)f-inspiredeffectiveoctet and
singlet states, sinceuuū& andudd̄& are practically chiral state
as opposed to a significantly heavieruss̄&. When the symme-
try between the NS and S sectors is broken like this,
NS-S mixing basis is more natural in practice. For examp
if M P denotes the mass of the mesonP andaem the electro-
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magnetic fine-structure constant, the expressions for thh
andh8→gg decay widths in this basis become

W~h→gg!5
aem

2

32p3

Mh
3

9 f p
2 F 5

&

f p

f̄ p

cosf2
f p

f̄ ss̄

sinfG 2

, ~9!

W~h8→gg!5
aem

2

32p3

Mh8
3

9 f p
2 F 5

&

f p

f̄ p

sinf1
f p

f̄ ss̄

cosfG 2

,

~10!

instead of Eqs.~40! and ~41! in paper I. That is, instead o
using thegg-decay constantsf̄ h8

and f̄ h0
@see Eqs.~29! and

~30! in paper I#, one writes thegg-decay amplitudes through
analogously definedss̄ two-photon decay constantf̄ ss̄ and
the pionicgg-decay constantf̄ p (' f p). This NS-S decom-
position is more natural for the following reasons. ThehNS
→gg amplitude, ThNS

(0,0)5(1/&)@Tuū(0,0)1Tdd̄(0,0)#
5(5/3)Tp0(0,0), is quite close to its chiral limit value fixe
by the QED axial anomaly@see Eqs.~26! and~28! in paper I#
since f̄ p is approximated well by the usual leptonic~axial-
current! decay constantf p , while ThS

(0,0)5Tss̄(0,0) is no-
ticeably farther from the chiral limit value. However, at lea
f̄ ss̄' f ss̄ is ensured through the Goldberger-Trieman~GT! re-
lation ~which is a natural result in the SD-BS approach!. In
contradistinction to that, for the decay constants appearin
the octet-singlet decomposition,f̄ h8

, f h8
rather generally

@1,11# in the quark-based approaches.
Another advantage of thehNS-hS state mixing anglef is

that one then easily notes the consistency of our~in paper I
and Refs.@11–13#! preferred mixing anglef542° with the
value off obtained in the recent thorough analysis of Fe
mann, Kroll, and Stech~FKS! @14,15#. For reasons related to
this, the NS-S mixing basis also offers the most straightf
ward way to show the consistency of our procedures and
corresponding results obtained using just one~u or f! state
mixing angle with the two-mixing-angle scheme@16,17#,
which is defined with respect to the mixing of the dec
constants. This is explained in detail in Ref.@11#, which im-
proved the analysis of mixing in theh-h8 complex over that
performed in paper I, only to confirm1 the preferred value of
the state mixing angle found already in paper I, namelyf
542° ~or equivalently,u5212.7°!. This is practically@11#
the same as the result of the ‘‘FKS scheme and theo
@14,15,18#, and in agreement with data. We thus use t
mixing angle value in

Th~k2,k82!5cosfThNS
~k2,k82!2sinfThS

~k2,k82!,
~11!

Th8~k2,k82!5sinfThNS
~k2,k82!1cosfThS

~k2,k82!.
~12!

1See also our shorter Ref.@12#.
1-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 057901
These amplitudes are the two-photon transition form fac
of h andh8. In Fig. 1, we follow the CELLO collaboration
@19# in presenting results on the form factors in terms of
convenient combination

paem
2 M P

3

4
uTP~k2,k82!u2 ~P5p0,h,h8!. ~13!

Its on-shell limitk25k8250 returns theh, h8→gg widths
~9! and~10! already studied in paper I. In the present pap
we evaluate the amplitudes~11! and ~12! in the cases in
which one or both photons are off-shell and spacelike,k25
2Q2,0, k8252Q2<0.

Since this paper is the extension of paper I, here we
the same SD-BS model@9,10#, model parameters, and solu
tions for the dressed quark propagators and the corresp
ing quark-antiquark bound states as in paper I. The incor
ration of the quark-photon interactions is also the same
adopted there through the scheme of a generalized imp
approximation, where all propagators, bound-state verti
and quark-photon vertices are dressed.~This impulse ap-
proximation in the present application is illustrated by t
pseudoscalar-photon-photon triangle graph in Fig. 1 of pa
I.! This is necessary for reproducing exactly and analytica
anomalousgg ~on-shell! amplitudes2 in the chiral limit, and

2But also others, notablygp1→p1p0; see Refs.@20#, @21#.

FIG. 1. TheQ2 dependence of various results for the form fa
tors of P5h8,h,p0. The curves are obtained through Eq.~13! em-
ploying the empirical meson masses,Mh850.958 GeV, Mh

50.547 GeV, andMp050.135 GeV@34#. In the Q8250 case, for
which we plot data from CELLO@19# ~circles!, CLEO @23# ~tri-
angles!, and L3 @24# ~squares!, the solid curves correspond to ou
numerically obtained modelg* g transition form factors and the
dotted curves correspond to the BL ones. The dashed curves c
spond to ourg* g* model form factors, but for the symmetric cas
Q825Q2.
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requires the usage of a dressed quark-photon vertex sat
ing the vector Ward-Takahashi identity. The Ball-Chiu~BC!
@22# vertex is used in paper I, and thus also here. The
shell amplitudes

ThNS
~2Q2,2Q82!5

1

&
@Tuū~2Q2,2Q82!1Tdd̄~2Q2,

2Q82!#5 5
3 Tp0~2Q2,2Q82! ~14!

~obtained by working, as in paper I, in the isospin limit! and

ThS
~2Q2,2Q82!5Tss̄~2Q2,2Q82! ~15!

are calculated numerically in the same way as it was done
the pion in Ref.@7#, also still keeping the approximation use
there, which consists in discarding the second and hig
derivatives in the momentum expansions.

The results on theh8, h, andp0 transition form factors
are presented in Fig. 1 in the spacelike momentum rang
,Q2,8 GeV2, along with the experimental data@19,23,24#.
There are three sets of three theoretical curves each.
highest of these triplets pertains toh8, the middle one toh,
and the lowest one top0. The same holds for the thre
distinct groups of data.

All of the displayed data points@19,23,24#, as well as the
solid and dotted curves in each of the curve triplets, pert
to theg* g case of one photon of spacelike virtuality and o
real photon,Q2.0 andQ8250. The solid curves in Fig. 1
represent ourh8, h, and p0 model form factors~13!, ob-
tained through Eqs.~11!–~13! with our preferredf542°.

Note that all model input was fixed in Ref.@10# and paper
I, so that our transition form factors are pure predictions. T
agreement with experiment is thus relatively good, consid
ing the absence of any additional model fitting in this pap
The main deficiency in the description of the data is that
predictions are too high in the intermediate range of tra
ferred momenta, 0.5 GeV2,Q2,2 GeV2, at least forh8 and
p0.

In Fig. 1, we also plot~by dotted curves! the h8, h, and
p0 form factors ~13! stemming from the Brodsky-Lepag
~BL! Ansatz TP

BL(2Q2,0) for P5p0, hNS, hS @25#. We do
this to compare in a brief and compact, albeit very rou
way, our results with the predictions of Abelian axi
anomaly, vector meson dominance~VMD !, and perturbative
QCD ~PQCD! in their regimes of validity. Namely, thisAn-
satzis adjusted so that it agrees with the axial anomaly p
dictions atQ250 @e.g.,Tp0(0,0)51/4p2f p#, while for large
Q2 it tends to the behavior}1/Q2 predicted by PQCD@25#.
Also, due to 8p2f p

2 'mr
2'mv

2 and 8p2f hS

2 'mf
2 , the BLAn-

satzis not very different from VMD, since their correspond
ing residues also agree approximately@26#. The BL Ansatz
was shown to work well not only forP5p0, but alsoP
5h,h8@26#. In the NS-S basis, it is given by

re-
1-3
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TP
BL~2Q2,0!5

NcCP2& f P

Q2

1

11
8p2f P

2

Q2

~P5p0,hNS,hS!,

~16!

whereNc53 and the flavor-charge factors areCp051/3&,
ChNS

55/9&, and ChS
51/9. The dotted curves stem from

the BL Ansatze~16! for the case named ‘‘FKS scheme an
phenomenology,’’ which hasf hNS

51.07f p , f hS
51.34f p ,

and the mixing anglef539.3° @14,15,18#. ‘‘FKS scheme
and theory’’ hasf hNS

5 f p as we do, andf hS
51.41f p and

f542.4°, very similar to us, and yields curves which we
not plot because they are too close to our predictions.

As stressed by Hayakawa and Kinoshita@27#, VMD still
provides one of the best fits to thep0 transition form-factor
data. Nevertheless, in contrast to, e.g., compliance of
SD-BS approach with the axial anomaly@28,29#, VMD
seems to be the ingredient missing in the present appro
which relies on the BC vertexAnsatz. Maris and Tandy@30#
solved the SD equation for the dressed quark–photon ve
in a model similar to the present one. Their vertex solut
exhibits the vector meson pole in the transverse part of
vertex, and this is the chief source of difference from the
vertex Ansatz. Their vertex solution can be reasonably a
g
te
ite
dt,

05790
e

ch,

ex
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proximated forQ2>2mr
2 by a phenomenological vertexAn-

satz, the longitudinal part of which is given by the BC ve
tex, while the transverse part contains ther-meson pole term
contributing significantly for relatively small but nonzer
Q2. The transition form factor was calculated with th
VMD-incorporating vertex solution only forp0 and up to
intermediate momenta, theQ2 range where our curves ove
shoot. Indeed, the required reduction ofTp0(2Q2,0) was
found there@31#. From Eq.~14!, it is obvious that this same
mechanism would lead, in the low and intermediateQ2

range, also to the reduction of theh andh8 transition form
factors considered here.

Finally, in Fig. 1 we also plot some of our model predi
tions for theQ2 dependence of the transition form facto
when both photons are off-shell. In each curve tripletP
5h8,h,p0, the dashed curve depicts the pertinent transit
form factor~13! for the special case of the symmetricg* g*
virtualities, Q825Q2. Such g* g* form factors cannot be
compared with experiment at present, since there are no
lished experimental data for anyg* g* →p0,h,h8 transi-
tions yet. Nevertheless, there will hopefully be some su
data in the future, from BaBar, Belle, and CLEO@32,33#.
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